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and the machine under construction at Manchester Univer-
sity by Professor Hartree. G. H. Darwin has written that
his own work on the tidal theory of the evolution of the
solar system was entirely inspired by Thomson's investiga-
tions of tidal theory.
While on the cable-laying voyages of the Great Eastern^
Thomson had noted how the iron hull had interfered with
the ship's compass. When ships had wooden hulls simple
compasses had served quite satisfactorily. But the intro-
duction of iron hulls, and especially iron armour on battle-
ships, had shown that the indications of a simple compass
could become dangerously misleading in the presence of
so much iron. Thomson applied the results of Archibald
Smith's investigations of the theory of the compass. It was
necessary to make the compass insensitive to the disturbances
of local masses of iron, and yet remain sensitive to the
earth's magnetic field. Thomson arranged that the compass
card should be very light, and should be directed by a
widely-distributed group of little attached magnets. The
lightness of construction reduced the friction at the pivot,
and the distribution of the mass of the magnets gave a long
period of vibration. The disturbing forces due to the iron
hull are screened by placing near to the compass iron
masses whose effects are already known. The old compasses
with large magnets needed very large masses, whereas the
new light compass worked satisfactorily with much smaller
ones.
After considerable opposition from conservative officials,
Thomson's compasses became generally used in the British
Navy, largely owing to the vigorous advocacy of the late
Lord Fisher.
He invented an ingenious gauge for sounding which
consisted of an inverted closed tube, coated on the inside
with silver chromate. As the gauge sank, the water
pressed the air up the tube. After the tube had been
rehauled to the surface, the maximum depth could be
deduced from the height of the water-mark registered by
the silver chromate. He devised a system of sounding
with sinkers lowered by thin piano wire which offered

